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ABSTRACT. Let G be a finite group and H be an operator group of G. In this short
note, we show a relationship between subnormal subgroup chains and H-invariant subgroup
chains. We remark that the structure of H is quite restricted when G has a special H-invariant
subgroup chain.
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There are many properties in group theory which are defined in terms of some subgroup
chau of a group. For example, the :Iordan-Holder Theorem says that any two composition
series of a finite group are equivalent. A group G is solvable if G has a subnormal subgroup
chain with cyclic factors. A finite group G is supersolvable if and only if G has a normal
subgroup chain with cyclic factors. When we consider a group H acting on z group G, we are
very interested in H-invariant subgroup chains of G. If abstract conditions are imposed on
H-invariant chains of subgroups of G, then it is not surprising if there are some restrictions
on the structures of both G and H. There are a lot of results about the structure of G. For
example, consider H G acting on G by conjugation. Then G is supersolvable if and only if
G has an H-invariant subgroup chain with cyclic factors. G is solvable if and only if G has an

H-invariant subgroup chain with abelian factors. However, there is not much research on the
structure of H. In this short note, we remark on the structure of the operator group.

Our notation follows [R]. Let G be a group. A subgroup chain of G is a finite sequence
(Go, G1,-.., G,) of subgroups of G such that 1 Go < G1 < < Gn-1 < G, G.
Lemma 1. Let G be a group and H be a group acting on G. Let M, V be two H-invariant
subgroup, of G with M < N. Denote CH(N M) {h E H V z E N,zM zM}. Then
H(V M) o.lbgo of .
Proof. H acts on the set {zMIz N}. CH(N: M)is the kernel of this action. []

As the main theorem, we prove the following
Theorem 2. Suppose the group H acts on the group G. Suppose that G G2 4... G,,-1
G, G i a partial H-invariant subgroup chain with cyclic factors. Then H/CH(G G1) is
supersolvable.
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Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on ft. Suppose rt 1 so that G/G1 is cyclic.

H/CH(G G1) is isomorphic to a subgroup of, the abelian group, Aut(G/GI), and hence

H/C(G G1 is supersolvable. Now assume that r > 1. Consider H acting on both the chain

G1 G.- -G,= and the chain G...G. By induction, we have that both H/CH(G’G.)and
H/Ct(G GI) are supersolvable. Let M C(G G)N C(G G) d N MC(G
G ). Then HIM is supersolble d so is H/N.
We prove that N/CH(G :G) is a cyc oup.
Let G/G =< gGn >. For y element a N, by deflation, we have that g=

th 9 G. Dee : N G/G foows: : a 9aG. It is easy to prove that

is well defined d is a homomosm. In fact, for a, a N, we have that (a)
g=G. (a) ganG1. Note that g====(g=)== (gg=)== g==(g=)== gga=(g=)== d
g=,(g=t)=’ E G,. So y deflation of , we otn that (=z==) go,(gat)=’Gz Notice that

a E N d g=t E G G,. We now have that (g,t)==Gz g==Gz. Since (aza)
g==g=tGz g=tGzg==Gz= (az)(a), is a homomosm om N to G/Gz. It is cle

that CH(G Gz) Ke. Wem that Ker C(G Gz). Since G/G, =< gG, >, for

y element z E G, we have that z ggn for some k d th gn E Gn. If a E er, then

(a) g=Gz Gz th g= gg=. Ts impes that g-g= E Gz. Now (g=)Gz gGz
(g)Gz (g,)G elds that (z=)Gz zGz for every z E G, hence a E C(G’Gz). Ts
shows that Ker C(G" Gz); N/CH(G Gz) isomorpc to a subgroup of the cyc group

C,/Cz, =d so N/C,(G Gz) is cyclic.
Since H/N (H/CH(G Gz))/(N/CH(G Gz))is supersolble d N/CH(G Gz) is

cyclic, we have that H/CH(G Gz) is supersolble.

R.B vestigated the supersolble immersion d proved the ogong thereto.

Baer’s Theorem. ([H/ p. 719 Hilf,atz 9.8). Let X be a gup. Suppo, that 1 Gz
G G,_z G,, with each G X ,uch that IGz+z/GI = pme,. Then X/Cx(G,)
uperoluable.

Remk: Let H X acts on 1 Gz G ..- G,_z G, by conjugation. t G, be the

G Thereto 2. Let 1 be the Gz Thereto 2. Then CH(G Gz) now is {z E G ly-zy
1,Vy E G,}, d so it is CG(G,). Then ts implies B’s Thereto.

Coroga 3. Let G be a group and H be an automohim gup of G. Suppose that 1

Ga G ... Gn G is a finite cyclic H-invaant ubnoal $ubgup chain. Then H
nuperolvable.

Pof. Notice that C(G ) in ts ewe, Theorem 2 impfies the corogy.
We ow that a oup G is soluble ffd oy i G h= a subnorm cyc subgroupn

wch c be refined to a subnorm subgroup chin, where$ of the tors is o( pe
order. When we consider a group H ts on a oup G, it is hd to say whether we cd a
H-int subgroup th somepic property. fact, it is not te gener for
some properties, the stcte of H is q&te restricted = we showed Corogy 5. Conversy,
if we know that there ests aH-t suboup ch, usury we don’t know whether we

find a subno suboup ch th the se property. However, we say a tittle
more or a te soluble oup.

Lemma 4. Let G be a finite olvable gup and H be a gup acting on G. Suppone that
ezt a H-invaant ubgmup chain of G, 1 Ga < G < < Gn-a < G, G, with

Gi+z Gi] a pme for 1,2,-.. ,n- . Then the e=intn a ubnoal nubgup chain of G
with the name

Proof. We prove it by duction on ]G. If G is ab, then every subgroup chin is a
subnorm subgroup , d we e done. Suppose that G is not abeH. Sce G is
solble, there sts amchtestic subgroup N of G. N is H-td N is

element aboup for a pe p E (G). ]Gi+xN/N GiN/N]I]Gi+a Gi] d so

Delete the repeated term in the chin. We get a satisng the hothes o the
By duction, we c prove that the sts a subnoH-t subgroup chin of GIN
satisfg the hotheses o the Lemma, hence we have N Nz N -.. N_ Nm G;
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where Ni is H-invariant, and INi+l Nil is a prime. It is sufcient to prove that N satisfies
the hypotheses of the Lemma. Consider Mi N N G. M is a H-invariant subgroup of N.
We have the following H-invariant subgroup chain of N:

1=M1 <_ M_ <_ <_ M,_I <_ M, N

We only need to prove that IMi+1 Mil pi is either 1 or prime. Note that INGi+ :NGil
(IG+ Mi+I)/(IG" MI)=(G+I GI)/(IM+I MI). Therefore IM+I MIIIGi+ GI

and hence it is I or prime. Delete the repeated term in the chain. We get the required subgroup
chain of N. Since N is abelian, the chain is a subnormal chain; this completes the proof of the
Lemma.

Combining Theorem 2 and Lemma 4, we get the following Corollary 5.

Corollary 5.. Let G be a finite solvable group and H be a group acting on G. Suppose there
ezit a H-invariant subgroup chain of G, 1 G1 < G2 Gn- G, G, with

IG+ Gi a prime for 1,2,---,n- 1. Then H/CH(G) i upersolvable.

Proof. It is clear if we note that C(G) C(G 1). O
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